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The central demonstration of Plan4Act follows the general,
well-established path for demonstrating BMI systems. We will
use predictive neural signals from a monkey that performs a
sequence of tasks, process them with the embedded
FPGA-controller, and interface this with the smart house to
control the required sequence of actuators in the smart house
environment in a proactive manner. To emphasize the advantage
of proactive control from predictive signals, we will contrast
reactive conventional BMI control with our new proactive
methods. To make this clearly visible we will quantify the
“proactive gain” with several quantifiers as defined below. To
make all this feasible, the demonstration will be performed in 2
steps:
DEMO1: We will show a system that can use neural data to
proactively control smart house devices using an adaptive
controller under simple sequences (actions A->B->C->D).
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DEMO2: We will show a system that can use neural data to
proactively control smart house devices using an FPGA-based
adaptive hardware controller under complex branching sequences
(actions A->B-> and C1->D1 or C2->D2).
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For quantification of the demonstration, we will address two
aspects: Prediction and Control and quantify at least four
variables: 1) Successful prediction fraction and 2) its temporal
persistence, 3) temporal speed-up in control and 4) control
robustness against disturbance.
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